


The undersigned certifies and swears that there is probable cause to believe the above-named defendant,
on the   13th   day of    May   ,   2024   , at approximately    18:36     hours

at    129 Valor Boulevard    , violated the law and did then and there:
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Narrative Title: Narrative 

1. The names of victims and witnesses are known to Law Enforcement, however, are not being included 
2. in this report. Instead, each will be identified as either “witness” or “victim” with a subsequent 
3. number for this case and will be documented in supplemental reports. 
4.  
5. On Monday, May 13, 2024, at approximately 0248 hours, Officer Trudel responded to  
6. ) in reference to an incident involving a Volusia Sheriff Deputy. 
7. Officer Trudel arrived at , meeting with the victim and a witness. Officer Trudel 
8. learned the following:
9.  
10. Officer Trudel’s Initial Investigation
11. 
12. The victim stated she was scared but wanted to report she had just been sexually assaulted and battered 
13. by a suspected Volusia Sheriff's Deputy. The victim stated that approximately 15 minutes before calling 
14. 911, she was at the . While 
15. there, the victim was contacted by an unknown white male with blonde hair, driving a Volusia Sheriff's 
16. vehicle (sedan). The victim stated the driver of the vehicle told her to get in the car. The victim 
17. asked if she had to, to which the male stated, 'Yes you have to.' The victim entered the front passenger 
18. seat of the vehicle. The vehicle drove north on S. Segrave Street. The vehicle then drove west on Loomis 
19. Street. During this time the male told the victim to perform oral sex on him. The victim refused; however, 
20. he ordered her to and inferred that she was a working prostitute. The victim stated the vehicle turned 
21. south on Maple Street and then looped east on Park Street, turning north, back on Marion Street, and 
22. then back to Loomis Avenue. The victim told the male she did not do that, however, the male continued 
23. to question her as to why she was out on the street at night. The victim stated the male then threatened 
24. her, asking for her to perform oral sex on him or he would take her to jail. The victim stated he grabbed 
25. her left arm and pulling it towards his lap, however, she pulled away from him. The vehicle turned 
26. east on Loomis Street, proceeding to S. Ridgewood Avenue. The victim was asked to be let out of the 
27. vehicle, however, was told only if she showed him her breasts. The victim confirmed with him, that 
28. if she did this, he would let her out, to which he affirmed. The male turned south on S Ridgewood Avenue. 
29. Against the victim’s wishes, she pulled up her shirt to show him her breasts. After this, the victim 
30. stated he turned west on South Street and stopped. The victim was then allowed to exit the vehicle. 
31. The victim then ran to the witness, who was at the intersection of South Street and Segrave Street. 
32. The witness then called 911 to report the incident.
33.  
34. The victim affirmed the vehicle was a Sheriff's Office Ford Taurus sedan, with insignia and light 
35. bar. The victim stated the vehicle had a computer with a computer mount in the vehicle, along with 
36. a prisoner cage for the rear seat. The victim stated she had talked to other girls in days past, some 
37. who did work as prostitutes in the area, and they had told her about this same male in a 'Sheriff's 
38. Cruiser' picking them up and paying for sex. The victim stated they told her this was occurring at 
39. night, all along Segrave Street. The victim described the male as wearing dark t-shirt and dark gym 
40. shorts, not a uniform. The victim stated he seemed to be about 5'8-5'10 in his 30's and was “stalky”.
41.  
42. The victim agreed to ride with Officer Trudel in his patrol vehicle to show him where the chain 
43. of events happened. These events were from the first contact , and the exact 
44. path traveled while in the vehicle till the ending location. The victim explained at each interval 
45. what was said and where she was forced to show her breasts. The victim showed exactly the location 
46. she was let out at on South Street.
47.  
48. Note: The victim believed that she was not allowed to leave the vehicle. The victim entered and 
49. remained in the vehicle under duress. The victim was touched against her will and believed that the 
50. male was acting in the authority of a Law Enforcement Officer. The victim completed a sworn witness 
51. statement and wishes to prosecute. The victim stated she is scared because she believes this is a deputy 
52. and will harass her. . 
53.  
54. Officer Trudel spoke to the witness who observed the vehicle try and get another female in the vehicle 
55. near South Street and Segrave Street. The witness yelled out to the other female, "Don't get in that 
56. car!" The witness affirmed the vehicle was a Sheriff's Office Ford Taurus sedan, with insignia and 
57. light bar. The witness stated he had seen the vehicle going up and down Segrave St multiple times on 
58. that night and in the past.
59.  
60. Volusia Sheriff’s Office Lieutenant responded to  and was also present for 
61. the victim and the witness's statements. The Lieutenant interviewed the victim and the witness separately 
62. as well to ascertain as many details as he could about the suspected 'Deputy' and vehicle. The Lieutenant 
63. knew that the Ford Taurus vehicles were only issued to some Courthouse Deputies and knew of a Deputy 
64. matching the description  (Stephen Corbin; hereafter referred to as “the 
65. suspect”). The Lieutenant drove to the suspect's address , observing a Volusia Sheriff’s 
66. Ford Taurus vehicle in the driveway. The Lieutenant approached the vehicle and found the hood of the 
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67. vehicle to be warm to the touch, consistent with recently being driven. This observation occurred at 
68. approximately 0350 hours.
69.  
70. Officer Trudel transported the victim and the witness to 129 Valor Boulevard (Daytona Beach Police 
71. Department) to speak with Detectives further about the incident. 
72.  
73. Officer Trudel’s Initial Investigation was captured on Officer Trudel’s Axon camera.
74.  
75. Detectives Interviews with the victim and witness at Daytona Beach Police Department
76. 
77. Interviews were conducted in audio/video recorded rooms within the Police Department. Copies of 
78. these recordings were later submitted into digital evidence (Evidence.com). The victim was interviewed 
79. by Detective McClellan, while the witness was interviewed by Detective Mayberry. During interview, 
80. the victim and witness gave testimony to what they observed. For further details of the interview refer 
81. to supplemental reports, along with the audio/video recordings. 
82.  
83. During interview, both independently spoke of a second witness (hereafter known as “second witness”) 
84. along with a potential second victim (hereafter known as “second victim”). Detective’s obtained information 
85. on the whereabouts of the second victim and witness. Detective McClellan obtained a consensual DNA 
86. buccal swab from the victim. 
87.  
88. A photographic lineup was created based on a photograph from 2017, by Daytona Beach Officers. This 
89. lineup was turned over to Detective Mayberry who gave one to Detective Brown and Detective Walker. 
90. Detective Brown administered the photographic line up to the victim, who false identified person #1 
91. as the suspect for this case. This identification was based on the suspect having similar features 
92. to the suspect. Person #1 is not Stephen Corbin (the suspect). 
93. 
94. Detective Walker administered the photographic line up to the witness, who was unable to identify 
95. anyone in the lineup as a suspect for this case. 
96. 
97. Detectives were informed that the suspect may have facial hair, which the 2017 photograph did not. 
98. Additionally, the photograph appeared to be approximately 7 years old, however the only current photograph 
99. available at the time. 
100.  
101. With assistance from Daytona Beach Patrol Officer’s, the second victim and the second witness were 
102. located . Detective McClellan 
103. and Detective Mayberry responded to this area, meeting with the second witness and the second victim. 
104. Detective McClellan interviewed the second victim, while Detective Mayberry interviewed the second 
105. witness. The following is their respective testimony, captured via respective Detective’s Axon cameras. 
106. 
107.  
108. Interview with the second victim
109. 
110. The second victim advised she was walking with the second witness to meet up with the victim and 
111. witness, when a deputy vehicle stops near the intersection Cedar Street and Segrave Street and told 
112. her to get in the vehicle. The second victim advised she got into the vehicle, and was seated in the 
113. front passenger seat, when the suspect asked the second victim if she wanted to make some money. The 
114. second victim said to the suspect she did not do that, but the suspect laughed at the second victim 
115. and said, “Yeah right”. The second victim stated to the suspect again that she did not “trick”. The 
116. suspect said to the second victim she was homeless and asked if she would be interested in making money 
117. if he gave her a place to stay and a showered to which the second victim said no. The second victim 
118. advised while in the car with the suspect he grabbed her hand and tried to force her hand to his penis, 
119. but the second victim was able to jerk her hand away, so she did not touch his penis. The second victim 
120. advised she gave the suspect directions  so the suspect’s car would be captured on 
121. camera dropping her off. The second victim advised while still in the vehicle with the suspect, he 
122. asked her to show him her breasts to which the second victim said no and was very uncomfortable. The 
123. second victim stated after she was dropped off , she walked back over to the Segrave 
124. St/ South St area, and then saw the suspect drive by her again. The second victim advise when the suspect 
125. drove by her the second time, he stopped, and told her he already picked her up once and to get into 
126. the vehicle. The second victim advised the suspect told her to get into the car twice and then she 
127. heard the victim, the witness, and the second witness yelling at her to not get into the vehicle. The 
128. second victim stated the suspect then said if she did not get into the vehicle, he was going to take 
129. her to jail, and that she was in trouble. The second victim advised the suspect then opened the front 
130. driver door, but she was able to slam the door shut, and the suspect sped off. 
131.  
132. The second victim stated she did tell the suspect to let her out of the vehicle near the intersection 
133. of South St/ Ridgewood Av, but the suspect said no and said he would let her out wherever she is staying. 
134. The second victim told the suspect to take her to . The second 
135. victim advised the vehicle doors were locked while she was in the vehicle because when she tried to 
136. get out of the vehicle  she pulled the door handle but realized it was locked. The 
137. second victim advised she also told the suspect she was not comfortable with what was going on and 
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138. she would not say anything to anyone if he would just let her out, but the suspect stated to her “no, 
139. I’m not done with you yet”. The second victim advised prior to being taken  by the 
140. suspect, she tried pulling the door handle inside the vehicle and it was locked. 
141.  
142. It should be noted, the second victim advised when she saw the VSO deputy vehicle make a U-turn 
143. on Cedar St she had a bad feeling, so she attempted to cut through a yard, but the vehicle followed 
144. her slowly. The second victim advised this is then when the suspect stopped the first time telling 
145. her to get into the vehicle. 
146.  
147. The second victim advised she believed the suspect was not in a uniform and was in regular clothing. 
148. The second victim advised she did remember his face. The second victim was able to describe the suspect 
149. as a white male having blonde hair, possibly blue eyes, and younger possibly early to mid-30’s. The 
150. second victim advised due to being extremely scared while in the vehicle with the suspect she looked 
151. at him to see his face, but then looked done the rest of the time. The second victim described the 
152. suspect’s vehicle as being a Taurus. The second victim advised the suspect possibly had a firearm on 
153. his hip, but no threat involving a firearm were made by the suspect to the second victim. 
154.  
155. The second victim advised after the incident occurred, she heard others talking about the fact 
156. that the suspect comes to the area three times a week to pick up girls and that he pays them to engage 
157. in sexual acts. The second victim stated she was also told that the suspect grabbed her hand because 
158. once he touches her it is no longer illegal, and the suspect could not be arrested. The second victim 
159. advised she did not want to say who told her this information and she did not know the other females 
160. who the suspect paid after picking them up for sex. 
161.  
162. The second victim advised after the suspect tried to pick her up the second time and she refused; 
163. she observed the suspect’s vehicle driving around three additional times in the same area. 
164.  
165. The second victim advised she would be able to identify the suspect if she saw him again. The second 
166. victim advised she wishes to press charges. The second victim completed a sworn verbal statement captured 
167. on Detective M. McClellan’s Axon camera. 
168.  
169. The second victim gave consent to obtain a buccal swab for DNA from her. Detective M. McClellan 
170. swabbed the inside of the second victim’s cheek to obtain the buccal swab. 
171.  
172. A photo line-up was administered to the second victim by Officer I. Ernst who had no prior knowledge 
173. of the case. The second victim was not able to positively identify the suspect due to the DAVID photo 
174. used for this line up. The DAVID photo obtained for the suspect was from 2017 and the only photo available 
175. at the time. 
176.  
177. Officer Ernst administered the photographic line up to the second victim, who false identified 
178. person #2 as the suspect for this case. This identification was based on the suspect having similar 
179. features to the suspect. Person #2 is not Stephen the suspect (the suspect).
180. 
181. 
182. Interview with the second witness
183. 
184. The second witness identified himself and swore to provide truthful information while speaking 
185. with Detective Mayberry. The second witness stated that he was present when the “Sheriff car” picked 
186. up the second victim. The second witness described the “Sheriff car” to be a sedan style, Sheriff Vehicle 
187. with Volusia Sheriff Insignia. The second witness described observing the vehicle  
188. , observing the vehicle operated by a white male, and to stop next to the second victim. The 
189. second witness observed the second victim to get into the front passenger seat of the “Sheriff car” 
190. with the vehicle subsequently . Later, the second witness came into contact 
191. with the second victim . The second victim informed 
192. this witness, that the suspect inside of the “Sheriff car” made attempts to have the second victim 
193. “suck his dick.” Additionally, the second victim informed this second witness that the suspect “pulled” 
194. her hand towards his pants area and refused to allow her out of the vehicle. The second victim claimed 
195. to not have actually given oral sex to the suspect and was eventually allowed to exit the vehicle. 
196. The second victim appeared “upset” at what had occurred with the suspect, due to not being a prostitute.
197.  
198. The second witness described observing when the victim (first victim)  
199. . Additionally, the second witness was walking down S. Segrave Street at the time 
200. the Volusia Sheriff’s Vehicle was observed to attempt to get the second victim into his vehicle. The 
201. second witness stated that he has heard from other females in the area that the male who drives the 
202. Volusia Sheriff Vehicle frequently pays money for sexual favors from females. The second witness reiterated 
203. multiple times that the second victim was not a prostitute or known to prostitute. The second witness 
204. stated that he didn’t get a clear look at the suspect in order to pick the suspect out of a lineup. 
205. At the conclusion of this interview, the second witness swore that all the information provide was 
206. true. 
207.  
208. During a preliminary search for corroborating surveillance video, Detective Botella responded to 
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209.  in Daytona Beach. Detective Botella obtained footage from the 
210. location, which was later tagged into evidence. The video depicts a fully marked Volusia Sheriff Patrol 
211. vehicle (Ford Taurus) enter the lot from the southern entrance. The vehicle appears to be occupied 
212. by two people (driver and front passenger). As the vehicle enters the lot, decals to include insignia 
213. are observed on the vehicle. This included (but not limited to) the roof of the vehicle having the 
214. number “503”. The vehicle stops near the northern entrance of the lot, with a female passenger exiting 
215. the vehicle. This female was later identified to be the second victim. 
216.  
217. Detectives responded to Stephen Corbin’s (suspect) residence at  
218. . Detectives observed a 2017 white in color Ford Taurus Volusia Sheriff Vehicle in the driveway 
219. of the residence. The vehicle bore State of Florida tag of ZQJ03 (VIN: 1FAHP2L85HG123684). Additionally, 
220. the vehicle displayed vehicle numbers “195653” on the vehicle’s trunk, with numbers “503” to its roof. 
221. Detective McClellan and Mayberry walked up the residence driveway to the front door. The front door 
222. is accessible to the normal public. Detective McClellan knocked on the front door of the residence, 
223. which was then answered by Stephen Corbin. Detectives greeted Stephen Corbin and advised their title 
224. and agency.
225. 
226. Note: Detectives McClellan and Mayberry were dressed in business attire, and were not equipped 
227. with handcuffs at the time of this interview. Detectives initially spoke to Stephen Corbin at the doorway 
228. of the residence but were later invited into the residence by Stephen Corbin. At no time was Stephen 
229. Corbin informed that he was detained or restricted in his home. 
230. 
231. Interview with Stephen Corbin (suspect) at his residence
232. 
233. -         Detectives informed Stephen Corbin that detectives wanted to ask him some questions regarding 
234. an incident. Further stating that Stephen Corbin was not required to speak to detectives. 
235. 
236. -         Detectives inquired about the Volusia Sheriff's vehicle asking if it was assigned to 
237. him and how long he had the vehicle. Stephen Corbin identified it as a “loaner” and stated to have 
238. possession of it for approximately “a day or two.” Further stating “I had it for the weekend, working 
239. Rockville.”
240. 
241. -         Detectives inquired as to what time Stephen Corbin “left” (stopped working/clocked out) 
242. during the weekend, to which Stephen Corbin stated, “1:30ish, something like that.” “Everyday. 1:30, 
243. 2.” Elaborating that he would need to refer to his time card.
244. 
245. -         Detectives inquired about if the vehicle had a computer within it, to which Stephen Corbin 
246. stated no. 
247. 
248. -         Detectives inquired if Stephen Corbin “went anywhere” after Rockville, to which Stephen 
249. Corbin stated “7-11”  Stephen Corbin was asked if he went to 7-11 as soon as he got home, 
250. or if he had come home to change (clothing) before. Stephen Corbin stated that he came home (from work), 
251. changed (clothing), and then went to 7-11, subsequently returning home. 
252. 
253. -         While speaking to Detectives, Stephen Corbin was observed wearing a black in color t-shirt 
254. with the word “VOLCOM” on the front, along with black in color shorts with a white in color stripe. 
255. Detectives inquired as to if this was the clothing he wore when he went to the 7-11. Stephen Corbin 
256. stated, “I don’t remember.” 
257. 
258. -         Detectives asked Stephen Corbin if he had gone anywhere else besides 7-11, with Stephen 
259. Corbin stating “Not that I can remember. What’s going on?”
260. 
261. -         Detectives informed Stephen Corbin that they received a complaint regarding his vehicle 
262. possibly  .” Stephen Corbin was asked if he  at all, to 
263. which he stated, “Not normally, no.” 
264. 
265. -         Stephen Corbin was asked if he had a reason for his vehicle being in that area, to which 
266. he stated working at the courthouse and taking different routes to go to and from work. He stated his 
267. route differs depending on “traffic.”
268. 
269. -         Stephen Corbin appeared to become frustrated with the question and asked again “What’s 
270. going on.” Detectives again informed Stephen Corbin that the complaint involved his vehicle being in 
271. the area of   and involved some “girls” out there. Detectives again asked Stephen 
272. Corbin if he had taken his car to that area, with Stephen Corbin again stating no and reiterating that 
273. he had only driven to 7-11 and then home. 
274. At this point in the interview, Stephen Corbin invited Detectives into his residence. Detectives 
275. limited their movements while inside of Stephen Corbin’s residence, to areas in which he allowed, evident 
276. by what was captured on Detective Mayberry’s Axon camera. 
277.  
278. -         Stephen Corbin was asked if he could give detectives his recount of the timeline of events 
279. after leaving work. Stephen Corbin stated that he left work either at 1:30 or 12:30. He then came home, 
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280. changed and went to 7-11, then came back home. Stephen Corbin then stated trying to “stay up” as long 
281. as he could due to working the airport the following night. 
282. 
283. -         Detectives inquired as to whether anyone else drove or operated the car (Volusia Sheriff 
284. Vehicle) since he (Stephen Corbin) has had it in the past two days. Stephen Corbin stated “Not that 
285. I think of. No.” Detectives asked if Stephen Corbin still possessed the keys to the vehicle, to which 
286. he stated “Yeah.” Further pointing to the keys on the table. Stephen Corbin then explained that the 
287. set of keys he was pointing to were not his vehicle and were in fact to the Volusia Sheriff’s vehicle. 
288. 
289. 
290. -         Stephen Corbin asked again about the complaint. Detectives explained the complaint again, 
291. further stating that his vehicle was observed driving in the area of Daytona. Stephen Corbin stated 
292. that if we had video of him driving in Daytona then he was driving in Daytona. 
293. Stephen Corbin declined to speak further about this case, clarifying that he was not requesting 
294. detectives leave the residence, but instead just no longer wanted to speak about the case. Stephen 
295. Corbin provided his cellphone number to Detectives. Detective Mayberry obtained current photographs 
296. of Stephen Corbin, which was documentation of what detectives observed Stephen Corbin to look like 
297. while detectives were interacting with him, along with part of identifying Stephen Corbin. 
298. 
299. Detectives with the Volusia Sheriff’s Office gave the authority for the aforementioned vehicle 
300. to be towed to 129 Valor Boulevard (Daytona Beach Police Department) for search of said vehicle. 
301.  
302. Detective Mayberry forwarded the current photographs of Stephen Corbin (suspect) to Volusia Crime 
303. Center for the creation of a photographic lineup. Detective Mayberry received the lineups and turned 
304. it over to Detective McClellan. 
305.  
306. Detective B. Lewandowski and Detective McClellan responded to  to meet with the victim 
307. and the witness. Detective B. Lewandowski had no prior knowledge of the case and administered the new 
308. photo lineup to the victim first. The victim positively identified the suspect. Detective Lewandowski 
309. then showed photo line up to the witness who was unable to positively identify the suspect (Stephen 
310. Corbin). 
311.  
312. After showing the new photo line ups to the victim and the witness, Detective McClellan contacted 
313. the second victim who also responded to . Detective Walker administered the photo 
314. line up to the second victim and the second victim positively identified the suspect (Stephen Corbin).
315.  
316. Search Warrant for Volusia Sheriff Vehicle
317. 
318. On Tuesday, May 14th, 2024, Detective Mayberry obtained a search warrant for the 2017 white in 
319. color Ford, 4 door, bearing a State of Florida tag of ZQJ03, VIN: 1FAHP2L85HG123684. Said warrant was 
320. signed by the Honorable Judge Karen Foxman. Detectives executed the warrant at the Daytona Beach Police 
321. Department. Upon execution of the vehicle, the following items of interest were observed.
322. 
323. Photographs of the vehicle were taken prior to searching the vehicle. 
324. -         Located in the pocket of the front driver’s side door of the vehicle was a sealed “Trojan” 
325. brand “Ecstasy” box of condoms. The box was sealed and the packaging on the box states it to house 
326. 3 condoms per container. This was collected by CSI Pena. 
327. -         Located in a center compartment of the vehicle where 2 sealed condoms. This was collected 
328. by CSI Pena. 
329. -         Located within the passenger are of the vehicle was approximately $35.71 in U.S. Currency. 
330. 
331.  
332. All of the aforementioned items were tagged into evidence. It’s important to note that the suspect 
333. had various forms of his identification within the vehicle, to include but not limited to his State 
334. of Florida license and Volusia Sheriff Identification card. 
335.  
336. Detective Walker responded to Daytona International Speedway (1801 W International Speedway Boulevard). 
337. This is the location in which the suspect stated he worked prior to the incident. Detective Walker 
338. obtained the suspects time sheet, which shows that he clocked out of work at 12:28am on May 13th, 2024. 
339. This record was later tagged into evidence at Daytona Beach Police Department. 
340.  
341. On May 15th, 2024, Detective Botella responded to 7-11 at  in reference to the 
342. suspect’s statement of being at the location prior to the incident. During review of surveillance footage, 
343. Detective Botella observed the suspect to walk to the 7-11 from an adjacent lot. 
344. 
345. Note: It appears through the footage that the suspect is operating a Law Enforcement vehicle prior 
346. to walking to the 7-11.
347.  
348. The suspect is observed purchasing 2 suspected packs of Trojan condoms, with U.S. Currency. This 
349. is the only purchase observed on camera. Detective Botella noted the suspect to wear clothing identical 
350. to that of which was worn at the time of his interview with Detective McClellan and Mayberry. The suspect 
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